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Everyone’s talking about content marketing today, 

and for good reason. In the age of social media, brands 

have learned that they can no longer afford to wait 

around for another publication to tell their stories for 

them. Nor can they rely on bland press releases to get 

the word out. Businesses today need great journalists 

who can tell compelling stories about everything the 

brand does.

The financial services industry is no exception, and in 

this ebook we’ll explore how the industry has embraced 

content, and discuss some of the specific strategies in-

dustry leaders are employing to grow their fan bases 

and build trust in their brands. Along the way, we’ll also 

look at the some of the unique regulatory obstacles the 

industry faces and the innovative tactics some brands 

are using to overcome those obstacles.

overview
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1. how Banks BeCame PuBlishers
Original content is not the first thing most of us 

think of when it comes to financial services. But as 

content becomes an increasingly crucial component 

of online marketing campaigns, the financial services 

industry has emerged a major player. A December 

2012 survey by IMN found that 75% of financial ser-

vices marketers had separate content strategies in 

place for each marketing channel, the highest per-

centage of all industries polled. Fifty percent of finan-

cial services marketers had an editorial calendar in 

place — again, tops across all industries.

Of course, it makes sense that financial services 

brands would be drawn to content campaigns. In the 

right hands, financial topics have the power to en-

tertain and spark great discussions—you need only 

look at the success of CNN Money or The Wall Street 

Journal to see that. Finance journalism has always 

been heavily dependent on industry experts, many 

of whom work inside financial institutions. Why 

shouldn’t finance brands put those experts to work 

on their own content campaigns?

2. ConneCting with the mass affluent
Here’s another reason the financial services indus-

try is excited about content: A LinkedIn study earlier 

this year found that 87% of the Mass Affluent—the 

$40 million people in the U.S. with between $100,000 

and $1 million in assets, excluding the value of their 

homes—are active on social media.

These are the people who financial services com-

panies want to reach, and a significant percentage of 

them are happy to reach back. Forty-four percent of 

Mass Affluent social media users engage with finan-

cial services companies, and 34% engage with content 

shared by financial companies on social media. An-

other 23% review multimedia content from financial 

companies, such as SlideShares and e-books.

The Mass Affluent, in other words, do more than 

share pictures of their kids and “like” dinners shared 

by their foodie friends.

According to LinkedIn’s research, one in two use so-

cial media to connect with other professionals. One 

in three use social media to consume professional 

content. One in four use social media to create profes-

sional content. Among other things, this means that 

financial services companies aren’t an intrusion into 

the Mass Affluent’s content consumption routine —

they fit right into it. In fact, nearly two in five Mass 

Affluent use social media for financial education or 

research.shouldn’t finance brands put those experts 

to work on their own content campaigns?

3. taCkling the Challenge of 
ComPlianCe

Perhaps the best testament to the power of con-

tent marketing for financial services companies is 

that they’re embracing it despite the considerable ob-

stacles that lie in their way. Specifically, the industry 

has to contend with two major agencies that regulate 

their media use: the Financial Services Authority 

(FSA) and the Financial Industry Regulator Authority 

(FINRA).

Though both agencies have created guidelines for 

the industry to follow, determining whether every 

last sentence is acceptable is often challenging. In 

such an environment, it can be tempting to stick to 

safe, traditional tactics.

So, how do financial services companies find suc-

cess with content in the face of these regulations? 

Citi, for one, has tackled the problem head on with 

social media forums where marketers and the com-

pliance teams come together to brainstorm effective 

tactics that won’t skirt regulations. This past May, 

Linda Descano, Head of Digital Partnerships, Content 

& Social at Citi spoke at LinkedIn FinanceConnect:13, 

where she told the financial services marketers in at-

tendance to build close relationships with legal and 

compliance, first and foremost. As Descano explained, 

it’s a much more efficient path than spending a month 

on a new social media and content marketing plan, 

only to discover that it can’t be used.

Part i

industry overview

http://www.imninc.com/company/news/press-releases/309-seventy-eight-percent-say-content-marketing-is-a-priority.html
http://www.imninc.com/company/news/press-releases/309-seventy-eight-percent-say-content-marketing-is-a-priority.html
http://el.linkedin.com/forms/LMS_LP_Mass_Affluent
http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/doing/regulated/promo/pdf/new_media.pdf
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/%40ip/%40reg/%40notice/documents/notices/p120779.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DW97nZ479138%26list%3DPLOiWp3quz2WUlvk8fOi_SIIlftqPDASf4%26index%3D1
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Over the past few years, we’ve seen some of the 

biggest brand publishing success stories come from 

the financial industry and across the full spectrum of 

financial services. Citi, American Express, Blackrock, 

iShares, Schwab, Mint and Barclay’s are just a few 

of the financial services companies cutting through 

red tape and regulations to deliver true value to an 

engaged audience.

CitiBank: listening to Consumers, 
ConneCting with women

A 2012 survey by the Swiss wealth management 

portal assetinum.com found Citibank to be outpac-

ing the rest of the financial service industry when 

it comes to social media; with over 807,000 fans on 

Facebook and almost 50,000 followers on Twitter, 

they have the ability to distribute content to a huge 

audience.

On their Business page, Citibank describes its con-

tent marketing philosophy in clear terms: “The big 

distinction between creating great content versus 

creating a lot of noise is that the chief role of the 

content creator is to improve the life of the reader 

in some way, be that work-related or personal. Your 

mission then is to educate, entertain, engage, and en-

hance.”

In its content marketing efforts, Citi makes a 

strong effort to deliver value to one consumer seg-

ment that’s both very large and also very under-

served: women. As Jill Schlesinger, Senior Business 

Analyst at CBS News and a veteran of the financial 

services world, explains: “Women make a lot of money 

and control a lot of financial decisions,” but industry 

marketing is often geared towards men both because 

there are more male advisors and because men often 

fail to ask the right questions of women.

Citi bucks this trend with Women and Co., a finan-

cial-education resource for women that combines 

curated financial news with thoughtful commen-

tary--everything from how a career change will af-

fect your taxes to how to simplify the big college 

move.

Launched in 2000, Women and Co. is one of the fi-

nancial service industry’s longest running and most 

successful campaigns.

“Women are our most influential audience segment – 

anything we can do to engage with them online helps 

strengthen their awareness of our brand,” explained 

Descano in a LinkedIn case study. “After several 

years of success with Women & Co., we began looking 

for new ways to deepen this engagement.”

In February 2012, Women and Co. relaunched as a 

full-fledged magazine, 

and in April 2012, Citi 

partnered with Linke-

dIn to create a more 

robust social media dy-

namic to the campaign. 

The result was Connect: 

Women’s Professional 

Network, a LinkedIn 

group moderated by 

a LinkedIn communi-

ty manager filled with 

user-generated discus-

sions, news content, 

polls, and polls. The 

group’s content is also 

shared with a wide audi-

ence through a special edition of LinkedIn’s newslet-

ter for professional women.

In its first four months, the group attracted more 

than 43,000 group members—30-50% of who re-

turned on a weekly basis—and inspired almost 18,000 

comments, fueled by Women and Co.’s thought-pro-

voking content. To reach an even wider audience, 

Women and Co. also contributes weekly columns to 

the Huffington Post’s Parenting Section.

Part ii

so, who’s doing what?

“the big distinction 
between creating 
great content versus 
creating a lot of noise 
is that the chief role 
of the content creator 
is to improve the life 
of the reader in some 
way, be that work-
related or personal. 
your mission then is 
to educate, entertain, 
engage, and 
enhance.”

http://www.assetinum.com/en/company/about-assetinum.page.html
https://twitter.com/Citibank
https://www.citibank.com/womenandco/index.jsp
https://www.citibank.com/womenandco/article/how-does-a-career-change-affect-my-taxes.jsp%3Fintcmpid%3Dz2_hero_howdoesacareerchangeaffec_r2
https://www.citibank.com/womenandco/article/how-does-a-career-change-affect-my-taxes.jsp%3Fintcmpid%3Dz2_hero_howdoesacareerchangeaffec_r2
https://www.citibank.com/womenandco/article/simplifying-the-big-college-move-packing-shipping-and-more.jsp%3Fintcmpid%3Dz1_latest_simplifyingthebigcollegemovepa
https://www.citibank.com/womenandco/article/simplifying-the-big-college-move-packing-shipping-and-more.jsp%3Fintcmpid%3Dz1_latest_simplifyingthebigcollegemovepa
http://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/business/marketing-solutions/global/en_US/site/pdf/cs/linkedin_citi_case_study_us_en_130314.pdf
http://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/business/marketing-solutions/global/en_US/site/pdf/cs/linkedin_citi_case_study_us_en_130314.pdf
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/women-co/
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ameriCan exPress: reaChing small 
Businesses through oPen forum

The year 2007 was a scary time for small business 

owners. By August, the economy was starting to 

take a sharp decline. Under strenuous circumstances, 

small businesses needed resources to adapt. American 

Express’s OPEN Forum arrived at the perfect time.

OPEN Forum originally launched as a digital 

epicenter for live events where small business owners 

could network and learn. But as the magnitude of the 

Great Recession gradually became apparent in 2008, 

American Express transformed OPEN Forum into a 

digital magazine filled with small business analysis 

and insights from top industry experts, who gave the 

site a great deal of credibility with the small business 

community. In 2009, OPEN Forum added a robust 

social component with the launch of Connectodox, a 

networking platform for small business owners.

How effective has OPEN Forum been for American 

Express? By March 2010, the site surpassed over one 

million monthly visitors, and in the first quarter of 

2011, it attracted over five million visitors—80% of 

whom came from non-paid sources. OPEN Forum 

content also helped power explosive social media 

growth for American Express, which now boasts over 

647,000 Twitter followers and over 4,354,000 fans on 

Facebook.

OPEN Forum also became a foundational building 

block for a wildly successful American Express 

marketing campaign: Small Business Saturday. During 

the 2010 holiday season, American Express offered a 

$25 rebate to shop at local, independent stores on the 

Saturday after Thanksgiving, and it soon became a 

national phenomenon. Seeing the incredible benefits 

to its own brand, American Express chose to continue 

the program, further entrenching the company in the 

hearts and minds of small business owners across the 

country.

Over the past few years, OPEN Forum has racked 

up countless awards at the Webbys and Effies, and 

this spring it relaunched with a redesigned site that 

provides a user experience akin to Fast Company, 

Mashable or Digiday.

Ed Gilligan, President of American Express, 

attributes much of OPEN Forum’s success to Amex’s 

willingness to look past traditional marketing efforts 

and take risks when the opportunity presents itself. 

“There is a science of scorecards and metrics,” Gilligan 

said at recent industry conference. “...[T]he art of it is 

knowing when those rules don’t apply.”

BlaCkroCk: reaChing the savvy 
investor

When it comes to delivering great insight to in-

vestors, few are doing it as well as Blackrock. Eileen 

Loustau, Global Director of Social Media, estimates 

that the company’s social media efforts had delivered 

$17-18 million worth of earned advertising.

Blackrock’s content strategy contains a few key 

components that fellow financial services marketers 

can learn from. First, the company has a very specific 

audience in mind: sophisticated investors. As a result, 

Blackrock creates content at a more sophisticated 

level. A recent blog post on Bond ETFs vs. Equity 

ETFs is typical of the high-level content the compa-

ny is publishing. “We sometimes call it chapter four,” 

Loustau explained, meaning they jump right into the 

sophisticated conversation and skip over introducto-

ry-type.

Secondly, Blackrock makes financial content fun. 

Want to explain how to navigate the bond market? 

Add a song. Want to connect with the average inves-

tor? That calls for a “man on the street” segment. A 

nod to Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure never 

hurts either.

Finally, Blackrock is extremely sophisticated about 

targeting its audience, focusing much of its efforts on 

LinkedIn. Loustau said that Blackrock makes a con-

centrated effort to reach professionals on the plat-

form, and it pays off. Blackrock content on LinkedIn 

https://www.openforum.com/
http://www.blackrockblog.com/2013/08/30/matts-master-class-bond-etfs-equity-etfs/
http://www.blackrockblog.com/2013/08/30/matts-master-class-bond-etfs-equity-etfs/
http://www.blackrockblog.com/2013/07/18/3-lessons-and-a-song-for-navigating-bond-market/
http://www.blackrockblog.com/2013/07/17/man-on-market-street-getting-more-income-from-your-investments/
http://www.blackrockblog.com/2013/08/21/jessies-excellent-financial-adventure-journey-begins-video/
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consistently attracts dozens of user interactions.

Credit suisse: going in dePth with 
the finanCialist

In-depth storytelling is one of the most powerful 

ways that content marketers can cut through the 

news and noise to stand out, and few financial ser-

vices companies tell stories as well as Credit Suisse 

does through its digital magazine, The Financialist.

The magazine’s feature pieces provide insights into 

politics, financial news, and even lifestyle issues from 

a smart financial perspective - and with an empha-

sis on great storytelling. The Financialist also makes 

great use of video, telling great stories even when 

they don’t have a clear banking connection, like this 

mini-doc on Jonathan Fisher, a master fisherman 

craftsman who’s been making unique bamboo rods 

for New York’s fishermen for two decades. But tan-

gential content is also interspersed with stores that 

take a more straightforward approach, such as this 

segment on why Africa is the next big investment.

Putnam investments: roB reynold’s 
retirement savings Challenge

Sometimes, it can be very effective to leverage a 

dynamic personality within your organization and 

make him or her the centerpiece of your content. At-

taching a personality to a content campaign instantly 

humanizes the brand and builds trust with consum-

ers. And, as many brands have learned on Twitter 

in particular, most consumers would rather engage 

with the social media streams of real people than 

with anonymous corporate accounts.

Putnam Investments understands the importance 

of the human touch. On his blog, The Retirement 

Savings Challenge, CEO Bob Reynolds tackles the im-

mense hurdles facing the Baby Boomer generation as 

they try to plan for a long life after work. Bob doesn’t 

just offer retirement advice; he tackles the issues on 

Capitol Hill that are keeping secure retirements from 

becoming a reality. And he does it in a personable and 

conversational manner.

For anyone who cares about his or her retirement, 

it’s a must-read. And for any content marketers look-

ing to leverage a dynamic personality in their organi-

zation, it’s a fantastic case study.

fidelity investments: PodCasting 
finanCial adviCe for the Crazy-Busy 
Commuter

Once upon a time, some thought that podcasts 

would disrupt and supplant talk radio. For the most 

part, that hasn’t happened; from 2001 to 2011, the 

share of Americans who listen to AM/FM radio de-

clined modestly, from 96% to 93%. Meanwhile, pod-

casts have only been adopted by 25% of Americans.

Still, marketers can’t ignore a medium that attracts 

25% of Americans, and some have found tremendous 

success with podcasts—particularly in the finance 

world. As one of the largest financial services compa-

nies in the world, Fidelity Investments puts its team 

of top portfolio managers and market strategists 

front and center through  podcasts and quality vid-

eo segments where they share their market analysis 

and expectations.

The podcasts are limited to monthly market up-

dates, but, lately, the company has been increasing its 

video content to answer pressing, real-time questions. 

Fidelity also consistently posts strong analysis from 

Fidelity pros on its website.

fisher investments: minding the 
market

Fisher Investments’ Market Minder magazine is a 

case study in what can happen when quality, conver-

sational content meets clean and simple design. The 

regularly-updated site offers up a great mix of fun 

images and insightful commentary. Rather than hit-

ting readers over the head with financial jargon, Mar-

ket Minder allows readers to feel as though they’re 

http://www.thefinancialist.com/
http://www.thefinancialist.com/handmade-the-best-cast/
http://www.thefinancialist.com/handmade-the-best-cast/
http://www.thefinancialist.com/africa-the-next-big-investment-opportunity/
http://www.thefinancialist.com/africa-the-next-big-investment-opportunity/
http://www.theretirementsavingschallenge.com/
http://www.theretirementsavingschallenge.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/fidelity-investment-insights/id263237687
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/fidelity-investment-insights/id263237687
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/fidelity-investment-insights/id263237687
http://www.marketminder.com/default.aspx
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talking with an incredibly smart investor friend.

To encourage engagement, the blog allows readers 

to rate each post. The posts average about 20 ratings 

and 4.5 stars, signaling that readers are enjoying and 

interacting with Fisher’s analysis. The magazine also 

has its own Twitter account with over 21,000 follow-

ers, a strong audience for any upstart publication.

BarClays: trying to reaCh the smart 
woman

Not content to let Citibank dominate the conversa-

tion around women and finance, Barclays launched 

Smart Woman magazine in 2010. The magazine was 

the brainchild of Barbara-Ann King, the Head of the 

Female Client Group at Barclays Wealth, to educate 

women on what she calls the “Female Economy.”

“Research tells us that women often drive a decision 

more than a man,” King told The Sorority in May 2011, 

six months after Smart Woman’s launch. “We feel 

there are grounds now for addressing these groups 

more directly.”

Smart Woman was inspired, at least in part, by 

King’s sense that women in the UK weren’t thinking 

about investing as much as their U.S. counterparts. 

Visitors to the magazine’s homepage are greeted with 

a direct appeal from King: “Women don’t hesitate to 

make financial decisions when running successful 

businesses and households, yet we still lag behind 

men when it comes to planning our personal finances. 

We want you to join our community and help change 

this.”

Smart Woman is hyper-focused on investing, with 

practical features such as “Five ways social media 

can help your investing” and interviews with experts. 

While the site can be 

difficult to navigate, 

the concept—a mag-

azine focused on a 

specific issue (female 

investing) that’s built 

around a strong per-

sonality (King)—cer-

tainly has great po-

tential.

mint: reaChing 
the next 
generation

Mint is the pre-

miere personal-finance management software for 

tech-savvy young people, and the company’s blog, 

Mint Life, reflects the fun and easy reputation of 

Mint’s software.

In the spirit of fun, Mint Life embraces the listicle, 

with posts such as “Benefits of Living Debt-Free” and 

“7 Tricks For Enticing Picky Eaters,” because “[n]othing 

busts your food budget quite like a picky eater.” Mint 

Life also makes great use of personal essays, with 

pieces such as Beth Kobliner’s story of how her par-

ents made a 50% return on tuna fish.

With almost 200,000 Twitter followers, Mint has a 

large audience, and its content is distributed with im-

pressive regularity—multiple posts go up on the blog 

every weekday to go along with quick inspirational 

graphics.

When it comes to reaching young people with the 

kind of content they want to consume, no financial 

service does it better than Mint.

“women don’t 
hesitate to make 
financial decisions 
when running 
successful businesses 
and households, yet 
we still lag behind 
men when it comes to 
planning our personal 
finances. we want you 
to join our community 
and help change this.”

http://www.barclayssmartwoman.co.uk/
http://www.thesorority.org/wisdom/barbara-ann-king
https://www.mint.com/blog/goals/5-benefits-of-living-debt-free-0813/
https://www.mint.com/blog/family/mintfamily-with-beth-kobliner-the-secrets-of-how-my-parents-made-a-50-return-on-tuna-fish-0813/
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If the financial services industry is outpacing other 

industries with respect to channel-specific strategies 

and editorial calendars, it still lags behind in some re-

spects. Eye-catching efforts, such as Red Bull’s dare-

devil leap from space, Macy’s captivating Styleblog-

ger competition, or even OkCupid’s revolutionary 

data-driven insights are still largely absent from fi-

nancial services content.

It could be the industry’s onerous regulations, or 

the fact that financial services content just works 

better with a straightforward approach. However, 

those are self-imposed limitations—ones that leave 

opportunities for bold and innovative companies to 

take advantage. Let’s examine some of these oppor-

tunities.

1. Creative uses of data
Okcupid’s OkTrends blog became an unprecedent-

ed success by crunching data to glean fascinating 

insights about dating and sexual behavior and pref-

erences. At its peak, the blog’s posts averaged a stag-

gering 32,500 Facebook likes and 4,222 tweets.

What does this have to do with the financial ser-

vices industry? Like OkCupid, financial services 

companies are blessed with an enormous amount of 

data on the way people live. And yet while financial 

services companies have long been experts at putting 

data to use, they aren’t currently using their data to 

engage customers in creative and interesting ways.

Think of all the cool things financial services com-

panies could do: Visualizations about how debt truly 

impact students’ long-term ability to save and invest. 

Heat maps that show how financial crises affect 

geo-located demographics over time. Correlations 

between birth-rate and debt. Depictions of the rela-

tionship between iPhone sales and socioeconomic 

success. We could go on and on.

2. eduCation
A June 2012 survey by Cisco found that 65% of 

respondents globally wanted financial services 

company to offer financial education. This makes 

sense—people want to know how to use their money 

better so that they can have more of it.

While most content marketing produced by 

financial services companies could be loosely 

classified as educational, the education does not have 

to be limited to “5 Tips For A Long Retirement” posts. 

But nor does the education need to take the form 

of a dry white paper. Financial services companies 

have an opportunity to educate consumers with 

content that’s at once engaging and informative. 

The companies that find the right balance between 

information and entertainment will likely reap large 

rewards.

Financial services companies should also be 

thinking of content in the broadest sense. Online 

classes, in particular, present a great opportunity. 

The online education and MOOC (Massive Online 

Open Course) movements have exploded in recent 

years, allowing full-time workers to further their 

educations from the comfort of their couches during 

their spare time, with little or no financial investment. 

However, MOOC classes often struggle to deliver the 

kind of personalized education many people need, 

often because they generate little revenue. Financial 

services companies would not face such an obstacle, 

and could offer the kind of personalized courses that 

people crave.

3. Partnering with PuBlishers
One of the great marketing success stories of the 

past two years has been the rise of sponsored content 

and native advertising, as brands have teamed up with 

publishers like The Atlantic, Forbes, and Buzzfeed 

Part iii

looking forward:
oPPortunities on the horizon

http://contently.com/strategist/2012/12/19/red-bulls-world-the-secret-ingredients-of-revolutionary-content-marketing/
http://contently.com/strategist/2012/12/19/red-bulls-world-the-secret-ingredients-of-revolutionary-content-marketing/
http://mashable.com/2012/07/27/refinery29-marketing/
http://mashable.com/2012/07/27/refinery29-marketing/
http://contently.com/strategist/2013/08/19/whatever-happened-to-okcupids-oktrends-spoiler-alert-its-coming-back/
http://contently.com/strategist/2013/08/19/whatever-happened-to-okcupids-oktrends-spoiler-alert-its-coming-back/
http://newsroom.cisco.com/press-release-content%3FarticleId%3D910154
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to create high-value experiences that deliver a high 

ROI. Brands not only gain access to a highly-relevant 

audience, but also leverage the editorial sensibilities 

of publishers who know to engage those readers.

Retail, entertainment, CPG and travel brands have 

been quick to embrace this trend, but the financial 

services industry has been more reticent. A few 

financial services companies, however, are embracing 

native advertising with success.

On Forbes.com, Northwest Mutual uses Forbes’ 

Brand Voice platform to tackle a wide-range of 

issues relevant to a Forbes audience: challenges 

facing entrepreneurs, small businesses, retirees, and 

investors, with a particular focus on women, posting 

multiple times per week. Over a three-week period 

we observed in August, Northwest Mutual averaged 

2,803 views per post---a very strong performance that 

many brand publishers would struggle to achieve on 

their own.

Likewise, Capital One attracts consumers 

to its Spark Business Credit Cards through 

CapitalOneSpark Brand Voice on Forbes, covering 

the IT, data, funding and marketing challenges facing 

businesses. Over the same observation period, Capital 

One drew 1,748 views per post.

While both companies certainly could have 

reached more Forbes readers for less money through 

display or print ads, they’d merely be intruding on 

readers’ Forbes.com experience. By embracing native 

advertising, they’re gaining trust and confidence by 

discussing and analyzing the issues that matter to 

readers.

Other financial services companies are turning 

to publishers to help them create dynamic custom 

programs. Fidelity partnered with The Atlantic’s 

Integrated Marketing team to create “Thinking Big,” 

a microsite filled with videos, vibrant photo galleries, 

and cool infographics covering four ‘big’ issues that 

will impact the future of the global economy: big data, 

personalized medicine, synthetic biology, and water. 

The content ran in staggered stages on The Atlantic 

site, and readers were invited to visit “Thinking Big” 

to explore these issues in greater depth. Fidelity also 

distributed the content in standard ad units on other 

sites, with considerable success.

“What we find is that when you’re in that content, 

you get far superior click-through rates,” said Jim 

Speros, Fidelity’s chief marketing officer, told Digiday. 

“We’ve seen three to five times as high.”

A number of other financial services companies 

have partnered with The Atlantic.

Bank of America’s Investing in a Better Tomorrow 

campaign created an large-scale content hub that 

explored the steps being taken to ensure a better 

future for generations to come, and the sponsored 

content was promoted both online and in print.

Liberty Mutual’s Responsibility Project was a 

Finalist for “Best Advertising Program” at the 2011 

“Best of the Web” awards; users were asked to 

nominate community leaders that were making a 

big impact, and three winners were selected. Liberty 

Mutual made a donation to their cause and created 

documentaries capturing their stories, which ran as 

banner ads on The Atlantic.

And Zurich worked with The Atlantic to create a 

blog on the risks and rewards of cloud computing. 

All of these programs allowed financial services 

companies to ensure that they were creating content 

that would have an audience and resonate.

4. niChe PuBlishing
At an event we sponsored last year, Chris Ahern, 

former President of Reuters Media, coined one of 

our favorite publishing mantras: “You’re big, you’re 

small, or you’re dead,” meaning that if you’re not the 

New York Times, you better go after a niche audience 

with laser-focused content.

Time and time again, we see that the most 

successful content marketing endeavors do just that. 

The financial services industry seems to understand 

that; the only problem is that many are now going 

after the same niche audiences—women and small 

businesses—seemingly trying to replicate the success 

of Citibank and American Express, respectively.

While those demographics are beginning to become 

saturated with brands vying for their attention, many 

groups are still being underserved. Financial services 

companies would be smart to think outside the box 

and to identify news audiences. Once those audiences 

are identified, it becomes possible to commit to the 

type of content that will appeal most to that audience.

In modern content marketing, it’s what works best.
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